Abstract
Introduction
A function is polymorphic if it works on inputs of several types. We may distinguish various notions of polymorphism, particularly parametric polymorphism (e.g. [Rey83] ) and subtype polymorphism (e.g. [CW85] ). These may exist in isolation, as in ML [MTHSO] or in Amber [Car86], but they can also interact, with useful results. For example, a theory of object-oriented programming has been based on a certain kind of bounded polymorphism (e.g. [CHCSO, Bru931) .
In this paper we study the interaction of subtyping and parametricity. A polymorphic function may be said to be parametric in Strachey's sense [Str67, Rey83, PA931 if it can be given by a uniform algorithm or program, independently of the type of its arguments. A semantic definition of parametricity is due to Reynolds [Rey83] , who requires instead that instances of the polymorphic function at related types be related. Reynolds' definition has been formalized in previous work [ACC93, PA931. In this paper we extend the formalization of [PA931 to a programming language with subtyping.
A logic serves as the setting for this study. This logic can be viewed as an analogue of Scott's LCF, that is, as a fairly general system for proving properties of programs. Here the programs are those of System Fs , which is an extension of Girard's System F [Gir72] with subtyping, abstracted from work of Cardelli and Wegner [CW85] by Curien and Ghelli [CG92, CG941. Our logic for Fs is an extension of the logic for F presented in [PA93] . Beyond its possible use in program verification, the logic provides a language for stating parametricity assumptions and rules for deriving their consequences, formally and without reference to particular models.
While it remains to consider what might be the appropriate general form for parametric models of Fs and of our logic, we do construct particular modelsindeed two such. The first is a parametric per model combining the idea of Bruce and Longo [BL90] of treating subtypes as subpers with that of Bainbridge et al. [BFSSSO] of forcing parametricity into per models of System F. The second is a closed-term model, following an idea of Moggi for System F [Mog86] . Having at least one non-trivial model, it follows that if two terms of the same type can be proved equal in our logic, then they are observationally equivalent.
A variant F<: of FI was given by Cardelli et al. [CMMS94] . A weakened version is derivable within our logic. Both this version and the full F<: yield some of the results associated with parametricity, frequently with a limitation to closed terms. Our logic gives these and other results in full generality, for terms with free variables. We conjecture that in fact F<: itself is derivable within our logic. Indeed we formulate a stronger theory, which may be said to embody Strachey's view of parametric polymorphism for F5 , and conjecture that it is derivable. We also examine the "Penn interpretation" of F, [BCGSSl] , with its view of subtyping as implicit coercion. This interpretation is based on a transla- The next section introduces our logic and some fundamental results about it. Discussion of its semantics appears in section 3. Section 4 treats other theories for Fs, including one induced by the Penn interpretation. Section 5 provides encodings of extensible records, partially abstract types, and order-sorted algebras.
Basic logic
This section defines the logic. In this paper we sometimes reference or borrow from [PA931 for the fragment that corresponds to F. We emphasize the novelties, which concern subtyping. We build formulae from equations and binary relations between terms. [RI, yielding #J[p] . In particular when #J is R(t, U ) , the result of the substitution is p(t, U ) .
Well-formed formulae

Operations on relations
In order t o give our axiomatization of parametricity, we need to be able to combine relations by exponentiation and bounded universal quantification.
F o r p c A x B a n d p ' c A ' x B ' , wedefine ( p -+ p ' ) c
( A -+ A') x ( B -+ B') to be:
Next, for p c C x D and p ' c A x B , we define ( V ( Y I C , Z<D, R I P ) . p') c (WSC. A ) x (VZSD. B )
to be:
where p1 5 p2 stands for Vz :
B ) .
We can now abbreviate relational formulae by type expressions with a certain substitutip of relational fcrmulae for their _free variables. If X = X I , . . . , X,, 
Consequence
It remains to give axiom schema and rules in order to define the consequence relation of the logic. This relation is written as I ? FE;G 4, where I? is a finite set of formulae, and all formulae involved are wellformed given E and G. The proof system has three parts: standard rules for the connectives and quantifiers; equational axioms (corresponding to the equational system of [CG94]); and a schema to express relational parametricity. We adopt the convention that if an axiom #J is written, what is meant is that the sequent I? I-E;G #J is asserted, provided #J and all formulae in r are well-formed given E and G.
The rules for the connectives and quantifiers are given as usual for natural deduction. Propositional logic is standard; intuitionistic rules suffice for our purposes, but classical rules are consistent as well. The rules for predicate logic consist of introduction and elimination rules for each of the quantifiers, such as: The axioms for equality include a reflexivity axiom, a substitution axiom, two congruence schemas, and some @-equalities and v-equalities: 
Basic lemmas
The basic provable schemas within our logic are given by the Identity Extension Lemma, the Logical Relations Lemma, the Dinaturality Lemma, and the [Pho92] . It remains to combine these investigations to provide a general categorical semantics of parametric models of Fs.
Fortunately, we do not need a general notion to consider particular models. We give ad hoc presentations of two models, one of partial equivalence relations and another based on closed terms.
For the first model, fix a partial combinatory algebra and take the types of the model to be the partial equivalence relations (pers); these are the symmetric and transitive relations (over the algebra). A triple (R, P, Q ) is a (77-closed) relation between pers P and Q iff R is a binary relation and R = P ; R; Q.
We set d o m ( R , P, Q ) = P and cod(R, P, Q ) = Q; we say that (R, P, Q ) is a subrelation of (RI, PI, Q') and
and Q C_ Q'; and we write for the identity relation (P, P, P ) on a per P. 
-q ( X ) < q ( A ) for each X L A in E , and O(R) is a relation between q(A) and q(B) for each R c A x B in G.
Next, for any E , G, and C$ such that E ; G k C$ Prop and q, U, 6' + E ; G , we define a satisfaction judgment E ; G k,,",e C$ by induction on the structure of $. In particular we set E ; G +4,y,e t = A U iff v
(t) N A .(U).
It follows from the following lemma that all the equality axioms are valid (in the now evident sense):
Lemma 5 1. Let 
[GheSO] L e t t and U be closed terms of type Top.
Then t N T~~ U .
Let V X I B . A [ X ] be a closed type expression and let t and U be closed terms of that type. Then t ? V X < B . A [ X ] U iff tC N A [ C ] UC f o r all closed
type expressions C with C a subtype of B .
As the rules of the logic are also valid, the Logical Relations Lemma holds in this interpretation. With that and a semantic substitution lemma, one can verify that the parametricity schema is valid (essentially because all elements of types are definable). Thus we have a second model of our logic. 
On other systems for FI
Equations for F< -
The equational system of [CG94] corresponds to the equational fragment of our logic, less parametricity.
Writing E t t = U : A for provability in this system, we have:
Proposition 2 E I-t = U : A iff provable without using the purumetricity schema.
t = A U is
Using the parametricity schema, we can derive a weakening of the equational system F<:. The only difficulty in the proof of this result is in the derivation of (Eq uppZ2-+) in our logic. To show this, take =AJ,A" t o be the relational formula 
The Penn interpretation
In [BCGSSl] Not everything translates well, however. The translation reflects but does not preserve the contextual equivalence relation N (defined for F as for F s ) . It is simple to prove reflection: that t* =A+ U* implies t N A U . As to the failure of preservation, set B to be This can be viewed as a failure of full abstraction for the Penn interpretation.
In fact, t* and U* will have different denotations in any non-trivial model of F, so any model of FI defined by factoring through the Penn interpretation will not be fully abstract. (Answering a question of BreazuTannen, t and U also receive different interpretations in the parametric per model outlined in section 3 as there B has the same denotations as Top; so that model is not fully abstract either.)
Further, the translation of the logic is not conservative. Specifically, take 4 to be (t = A U 3 0 =Int 1).
Then f is provable in the logic for F (even without parametricity) but 4 is not provable in the logic for
Fs as it is false in the closed-term model given above.
We do not know whether the translation is conservative for equations.
It is not clear how seriously one should take these inadequacies of the Penn interpretation. After all, as we show, the logic for Fs is powerful in that it supplies all the usual reasoning principles one might expect, and the Translation Theorem implies that the logic for F is powerful too. On the other hand, it is uncomfortable that via the translation one can prove false statements (in a certain sense) and it would be interesting to have a principled extension of the logic for Fs that would refute statements like 4.
Datatypes
Finite products and sums, existentials, initial algebras, and final co-algebras can be treated without subtyping; see (PA931 for details. Now, in addition, extensible record and variant types, bounded existentials, and order-sorted algebras become available. That is, they can be represented as F, types, and the logic enables us to prove that these Fs types have certain expected properties, for example that two extensible records of a type A are equal if they agree on the fields declared in A. 
Extensible records
VX2VX4. (( Int x X z x Int x X4) -+ (Int x X2 x Int x X4))
Partially abstract types
Just as existential types model abstract types [MP85] , bounded existential types model a corresponding programming construct: partially abstract types [CW85] . A partially abstract type is a type whose representation is left unspecified, but whose properties are partially known by virtue of it being a subtype of a known type. Partially abstract types are a significant feature of some object-oriented languages that support abstraction [Wir88, Ne1911. Formally, bounded existentials can be defined from bounded universals: 
Order-sorted algebras
Initial algebras and final co-algebras can be handled without subtyping, so for example the initial Rey881. It seems straightforward to extend our logic to handle these constructs.
